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ABSTRACT
Knowledge graphs have become a fundamental asset for search
engines. A fair amount of user queries seek information on
problem-solving tasks such as building a fence or repairing
a bicycle. However, knowledge graphs completely lack this
kind of how-to knowledge. This paper presents a method for
automatically constructing a formal knowledge base on tasks
and task-solving steps, by tapping the contents of online
communities such as WikiHow. We employ Open-IE tech-
niques to extract noisy candidates for tasks, steps and the
required tools and other items. For cleaning and properly
organizing this data, we devise embedding-based clustering
techniques. The resulting knowledge base, HowToKB, in-
cludes a hierarchical taxonomy of disambiguated tasks, tem-
poral orders of sub-tasks, and attributes for involved items.
A comprehensive evaluation of HowToKB shows high accu-
racy. As an extrinsic use case, we evaluate automatically
searching related YouTube videos for HowToKB tasks.

Keywords
HowTo Commonsense, Knowledge base construction

1. INTRODUCTION
Motivation and Problem In the last decade, knowl-

edge graphs about entities and their relationships have be-
come key assets for search engines, to answer entity-centric
queries, and as semantic features for recommendations. How-
ever, a good fraction of user queries are not about entities,
but rather seek information on problem-solving tasks, so-
called how-to queries. Examples are: How do I build a fence
around my house? How do I repair the flat tire on my bicy-
cle? How can I avoid high altitude sickness on my upcoming
trip to the Himalayas? Knowledge graphs do not support
this class of queries at all. Conventional Internet search,
returning ten blue links, does a decent job, but a knowl-
edge base with well organized knowledge on tasks and their
problem-solving steps could boost the search result quality
and user satisfaction.
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Recently, online communities have compiled extensive in-
formation about such how-to tasks. Examples are WikiHow,
snapguide, eHow, Howcast, and others. In this paper, we
leverage WikiHow (www.wikihow.com), probably the largest
of these communities. WikiHow contains a wealth of in-
structive contents on a wide variety of tasks, breaking them
down into sub-tasks with detailed descriptions and pictorial
illustrations. This is a great source for humans; however,
it is merely in textual form and far from rigorously repre-
sented machine knowledge that can directly support how-to
queries. The problem addressed and solved in this paper is
to distill and semantically organize task knowledge from the
raw input of the WikiHow community.

Approach and Contribution We have developed meth-
ods for extracting and cleaning task knowledge from Wiki-
How. The resulting knowledge base, called HowToKB, con-
tains 1.29 Million tasks and sub-tasks organized into a clean
taxonomy. Each task or sub-task is represented by a frame
with attributes for parent task, preceding sub-task, following
sub-task, required tools or other items, and linkage to visual
illustrations. As the text in the raw input is often noisy
and ambiguous, we have devised techniques for canonicaliz-
ing tasks and items: grouping all information for the same
meaning into one frame, and distinguishing different mean-
ings by different frames. For example, the WikiHow phrase
“use a keyboard” leads to one frame about tasks that involve
a computer keyboard and another frame about playing mu-
sic on a keyboard.

Prior work along these lines is scarce. The most related
papers are the work on procedural knowledge by [56] and
our own work on Knowlywood [49]. [56] also leverage Wik-
iHow, but mostly treats it as a text corpus for query ex-
pansion. There is no attempt to canonicalize sub-tasks (i.e.,
identify the same-meaning sub-tasks across different tasks)
and to infer structured attributes for tasks. [49] constructs
an activity knowledge bases from narrative texts like movie
scripts. These general activities are not related to how-to
tasks, and the methodology in this work is very different
from the current paper. [49] uses computationally expensive
semantic-parsing techniques, whereas HowToKB is largely
built by light-weight clustering.

Our methodology first applies Open-IE techniques [12] to
WikiHow articles, in order to extract – noisy and ambigu-
ous – candidates for task and sub-tasks. Subsequently, we
use judiciously devised clustering techniques to clean and
organize these candidates, and to infer attribute values. To
canonicalize tasks and sub-tasks, we leverage word embed-
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dings to distinguish different meanings of the same phrase
(e.g., “use keyboard”).

The quality of the constructed HowToKB knowledge base
has been evaluated by crowdsourcing. For all task attributes,
we achieve precision above 80 percent, and well above 90
percent for some attributes. As an extrinsic use case, we de-
veloped a technique for searching relevant YouTube videos
to tasks in HowToKB. HowToKB datasets are available at
http://www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/yago-naga/webchild/HowToKB.

The salient contributions of this paper are:

• the first method for the automatic construction of a
large knowledge base on how-to tasks,
• the publicly available knowledge base HowToKB,
• experiments on the construction methodology, the qual-

ity of HowToKB, and its benefits for YouTube search.

2. RELATED WORK
Mining procedural knowledge has been pursued across

several domains (e.g., [3, 24]). The input to mine this knowl-
edge has come from multiple languages [17], multiple modal-
ities [22] and, when necessary, compiled by experts [3] or
through crowdsourcing [40, 54]. In order to represent this
knowledge, both formal [43, 14] and less formal representa-
tions [7, 52] have been proposed. This effort is cast into sev-
eral tasks that aim at mining and organizing this knowledge
based on these representations [49, 26, 40]. Various methods
at different levels of supervision have been proposed to solve
these tasks [40]. To cover the related work, we divide it into:
input and representations, and task and models.

Input and Representations.
In terms of input, the closest to this paper is the prior work

on process knowledge by [56]. That work also tapped into
the contents of the WikiHow community. In representing
this knowledge, unlike our representation, they made no at-
tempt to canonicalize tasks and semantically organize their
attributes into frames. In terms of representation, the clos-
est to our frame based representation is Knowlywood [49].
Knowlywood frames are organized similar to ours. However,
they do not contain the important sub-task relationship be-
cause they aimed at general activities such as romantic din-
ners, wedding speeches, etc., rather than how-to knowledge
for task solving. By the nature of its inputs, Knowlywood
resulted in a heavy bias towards activities that are salient
in movies, such as dramatic farewells or killings. This is
very different from the nature, and scope of the knowledge
in HowToKB.

Early work on the formal representation of procedural
knowledge was pioneered by Minsky [32], who introduced
semantic frames with slots to represent common situations.
Building on these ideas, Schank and Abelson [43] introduced
ordering in frames with scripts and plans, to understand sto-
ries and actions. While a script can relate one event to a sub-
sequent event, Fikes and Nilsson [14] introduced the Strips
action representation that relates an event to a state of the
world before and after the event. Fillmore’s frame semantics
[15] linked frames to lexical words, leading to the develop-
ment of FrameNet [1], containing scenario based frames that
are evoked by certain verbs. These complex and rich repre-
sentations were populated manually.

Often, these frame based roles do not generalize, and so,
annotated corpora cannot be shared across domains, e.g.,

the semantic roles in the science domain [29] are very differ-
ent from the news domain [9]. With the aim of generaliz-
ability and automated learning of representation, syntactic
structures were used for representation. Chambers et. al
[7, 8] describe a statistical co-occurrence model of (verb, de-
pendency) pairs, and Rudinger et. al introduce a language
modeling approach [42] that is fairly generalizable. However,
these approaches achieve generalizability at the expense of
decreased expressive power. These learned representations,
often lead to noise due to over-generalization [2].

Maintaining a middle ground, PropBank [25] reduced the
representation complexity by introducing generic roles, while
adding a layer of semantic annotation over the syntactic
structure of Penn TreeBank. This eases representation learn-
ing, while keeping much of the expressive power. The generic
roles ARG0-ARG5, ARGMs often exhibit inconsistent interpre-
tations for different verbs, but ARG0 and ARG1 preserve the
semantics of agent and patient, respectively [51]. How-
ToKB’s frame roles can be seen as a subset of PropBank
roles, because Open IE tuples [12] can be aligned to Prop-
Bank roles (typically, ARG0 is the Open IE subject, ARG1

is the Open IE object, and additional roles ARG2-ARG5 are
the Open IE context, while ARG-TIME and ARG-DIR can be
aligned to Open IE time and location roles).

To learn such representations, we do not rely on either
of PropBank, FrameNet, or VerbNet [44], as they do not
contain sufficient training examples on how-to tasks and are
costly to extend [21]. In an attempt to overcome this spar-
sity, [38] describes a method to construct WordNet-based
distributional profiles for frames to link out-of-vocabulary
lexical units to existing frames. Other domain adaptation
methods such as [10] make similar efforts, with limited suc-
cess and marginal improvements. Besides, these repositories
are verb-specific, whereas HowToKB would require a verb-
phrase repository. For example, they contain an entry dig

or perhaps dig into, but not the phrase dig into lit-

erature. Verbal phrases, with direct object, dramatically
reduce the ambiguity of the event.

Task and Models.
Populating machine-readable, organized events has been

cast into different tasks, related to schema-based or schema-
free extraction and organization of the extracted informa-
tion. Our task is a schema-based (i.e., with fixed roles).
The closest to our task is our own prior work Knowlywood
[49]. However, Knowlywood required a very specific method-
ology for extraction. In particular, we used computationally
expensive techniques for semantic parsing that jointly per-
form word sense disambiguation via WordNet and VerbNet.
HowToKB is based on much more light-weight methods to
induce distributional senses of a task. As for a downstream
application, [56] also tapped into WikiHow, but for a very
different task. They support keyword search for how-to con-
tents by means of query expansion in an IR-style manner.
Our use case (see Section 6) resembles this, but our task of
organizing WikiHow contents is very different.

Among the different related tasks, Semantic Role Label-
ing (SRL) [18] has been most widely studied. SRL systems
are typically trained over PropBank annotated corpus [25].
Early SRL methods, such as [53], jointly model the SRL
task, by considering global features looking at all arguments
of a verb together. More recently, neural network mod-
els [27, 41] have gained popularity. [41] build on syntac-
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tic dependency paths to learn embedding representations
for semantic role labeling. Unsupervised SRL [26, 52] in-
duces semantic roles automatically from unannotated data.
This line of work may be useful in discovering new semantic
frames and roles, but does not provide us with the frame
attributes that we need. A related, but more difficult task
than SRL is Frame Semantic Parsing (FSP) [11], for aligning
sentences to FrameNet frames, which are much richer than
PropBank. Early work on this task includes rule-based sys-
tem and classifiers to predict frames and their arguments in
text. [23] divided the task as identifying targets that could
evoke frames in a sentences, identifying the correct semantic
frame for a target, and determining the target words that
fill the semantic roles of a frame.

When extracting semantic roles, our task is quite different
from FSP and SRL. The latter are designed for verbs, and
not the kind of verb phrases that we consider. SRL and FSP
systems have the disadvantage that they do not generalize,
while our domain for HowTo tasks is very different from the
available annotated training corporas. While FSP operates
on one sentence at a time, it relies on the FrameNet reposi-
tory that already organizes frames [11]. We do not assume
the existence of a repository like FrameNet. SRL typically
operates one sentence at a time; so these methods do not
infer connections across sentences.

Frames have been organized temporally, hierarchically,
and as clusters. Temporally organizing events has been
widely studied in the context of causal relations [46]. Girju
et. al [19] use modified Hearst patterns to extract a large
number of potential cause-effect tuples, but focus only on
nominal events. This line of work does not focus on con-
structing rich frames of events, or temporal ordering of frames.
For temporal order learning, graph algorithms [40], Markov
Models [35], and permutation priors capturing event order-
ing constraints [16], and most recently neural models [39]
have been proposed. As our input source provides very rich
temporal structure, we do not rely on these models for tem-
poral learning, though they might help to improve the tem-
poral edges in our graph. However, this would be a non-
trivial extension because these methods operate on events
and not event frames.

Besides temporal organization, the semantic organization
of events is typically approached as a graph based prob-
lem. Several methods use the WordNet taxonomy to orga-
nize events, such as in the denotation graph of [57], which
are constructed over crowdsourced simple sentences describ-
ing images. The work by [40] is particularly interesting be-
cause it performs both temporal, and clustered hierarchical
organization that we need. There is work on semantically
organizing verbs and verb phrases in general, such as [28,
34, 4, 20]. However, in all these methods, the graph nodes
are merely verbs, and not the rich frames as in HowToKB.

3. INFORMATION EXTRACTION FOR
TASK KB CONSTRUCTION

3.1 Concepts and Notation
In natural language, how-to tasks are typically referred to

by verbal phrases (e.g., “repair” or “repair a tire”). To a first
degree, WordNet [13] provides a repository of such phrases.
However, WordNet mostly contains single verbs and misses
out on many compound phrases. Also, noun phrases may

express tasks as well (e.g., “tire repair”). Therefore, we con-
sider extended phrases, not necessarily present in WordNet,
as cues for expressing tasks.

Definition 3.1 (Normalized extended phrase). A phrase
(noun phrase or verb phrase) whose head-word is present in
WordNet, is called an extended phrase (e.g., “tire repair”
has head-word “repair”). These phrases can be normalized
either strongly or weakly. Strong normalization reduces the
phrase to its head word, while weak normalization performs
stemming and removes leading articles.

Definition 3.2 (Task phrase). A task phrase consists of
(v, prep, o) where v is a verb or a normalized extended verb
phrase and o is a noun or a normalized extended noun phrase
and prep is a preposition linked with v. For example, paint
on wall .

Task phrases are the anchors for compiling knowledge on
how-to tasks into semantic frames.

Definition 3.3 (Task frame). A task frame is a task phrase
enhanced with

• attributes: location, time, participating agent, participat-
ing object, category;

• hierarchical relations: parent task and sub-tasks;

• temporal relations: previous task and next task.

Finally, images or videos showing the tasks are also stored
in a frame. Each attribute can have zero, one or multiple
entries with confidence scores ∈ [0, 1].

Table 1 shows an example for a task frame.

attribute notation value type

location loc(a) house noun-phrase
time time(a) weekend WN-time
parti. agent parta(a) student WN-living
parti. object parta(a) brush WN-non-living
category cat(a) house WH-categories

parent-task parent(a) decorate house task
sub-task sub(a) clean wall task
prev-task prev(a) buy paint task
next-task next(a) dry the wall task

Table 1: Example frame on task a = paint a wall .
Acronyms used: WN = WordNet, WH = WikiHow

The WikiHow community organizes its contents with one
article dedicated to one task. The articles are semi-structured,
containing: (i) textual and visual content, (ii) article level
statistics like number of views and quality ratings and (iii) a
category selected from a hierarchy of more than 3000 cate-
gories. A WikiHow article describes various how-to methods
to solve a task. Each method mentions the required tools
and presents a step-by-step procedure. A step contains a
heading, denoting the step’s main task, followed by a tex-
tual description and representative images.

To distill knowledge from a WikiHow article into machine-
readable form, we posit the following structure:

• Hierarchical structure: The task in an article is split into
several solution methods. The method has a heading
that indicates the main task for the solution method,
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which can be seen as a sub-task of the article-level task.
Similarly, a step-level headings can be interpreted as sub-
tasks of the per-method sub-tasks.

• Temporal structure: Method-level and step-level tasks
have temporal ordering. Suppose a method consists of
a sequence of three step-level tasks, a1, a2 and a3. We
interpret this as a1 preceding a2 and a2 preceding a3.

• Categorical structure: Tasks at all levels can be assigned
to the same category as the category for the entire article.

• Frame attribute structure: Every method contains a list
of required tools and other objects which become the
participants of a task. Steps are depicted by images or
videos; these visual contents become the visual represen-
tative of a step-level task.

We obtain sub-tasks at all levels from the step-by-step
headings in an article. We next describe our IE model (Sec-
tion 3.2), and organization model (Section 4). Fig. 1 pro-
vides a high-level architecture of our two-stage approach.

3.2 Information Extraction Method
Our IE goal is to extract tasks, participants, location and

time from a WikiHow paragraph heading. For example,
given, heading: Patch up any holes or breaks in the wall with
compound or caulk; extract tasks: patch up hole and patch
up break, with the participating object compound, caulk and
location the wall, respectively. The method to perform these
extractions must meet the following requirements:

• Semantic role labels. We have five roles: task, partici-
pating object, participating agent, location and time.
• Open domain. Task knowledge is evolving and open

domain; so the IE method must be domain agnostic.

There are three methodology choices.

• Knowlywood semantic parsing pipeline [49]: Carrying
over our prior work to the new setting of distilling task
knowledge would provide the semantic role labels, but
rely on VerbNet [44] and WordNet dictionaries for ad-
ditional sense disambiguation, and not fully covering
the new domain.
• SRL systems [37]: Even if it is possible to align our

role labels to existing PropBank roles, e.g. ARG0 aligns
with agent, SRL systems are difficult to adapt to a new
domain like ours. This necessitates retraining that re-
quires training data, that is not available. Thus, using
an existing SRL system for acquiring task knowledge
would need a large amount of labeled training data
that we do not have.
• Open IE systems: ReVerb [12] and Ollie [30] are open

domain. In an Open IE tuple, the subject is the agent,
object(s) are participating objects, while, location and
time are provided as its pipeline includes an SRL sys-
tem for location and time. Tasks can be easily derived
as subject + object.

This leaves us with Open IE as our primary method for
task IE. Specifically, we use the Open IE 4.2 software be-
cause it is the best performing Open IE system (cf. Section
5.1), with some extensions as described next, related to pre-
processing the input, and post-processing the role values,
and, esp. type restricting location, and time to overcome
Open IE’s SRL noise.

Open IE 4 expects sentences or phrases that begin with a
subject, while WikiHow headings are imperatives, typically
starting with a verb. We supplement the input WikiHow
headings with a prefix subject You, before passing to Open
IE (e.g. You paint a wall). This simple change greatly
increases the coverage of triples.

Open IE 4 yields subject-predicate-object tuples, where
each of the three components is a lexical phrase. We nor-
malize the output from Open IE in two different ways: For
weak normalization (see Definition 3.1), we drop stop-words
from the task phrase. For strong normalization (see Defi-
nition 3.1), we concatenate the head verb and head noun
making a task name. For example, the original task de-
rived from Open IE tuple extracted phrase paint a bedroom
wall has the weak normalization paint bedroom wall and
the strong normalization paint wall .

To overcome Open IE’s frequent errors in distinguishing
location, and time (cf. Section 5.1), we impose semantic
type restrictions on the head word of the role value. For
example, we restrict that the head word of time, could only
be one of the hyponyms of WordNet time synsets (provid-
ing us with a lexicon of time including day, night, summer,
etc.). Prepositions such as in, and at often cause the SRL
to fail, and by restricting time with a lexicon, we fall back to
location whenever a role value is not acceptable as a time.

4. ORGANIZING THE TASK KB
Semantically organizing the extracted task phrases and

their candidate frames is crucial for building a clean and
consistent KB. The KB construction, as described in the pre-
vious section, has redundancy from the WikiHow contents.
For instance, considering two frames for tasks paint a wall
and color a ceiling , they are highly related to each other
and heavily overlap in their sub-tasks and frame attributes.
Grouping such nearly synonymous task frames together can
make the KB more precise and consistent. A second issue
to address in KB organization is the disambiguation of task
names. For instance, the task use a keyboard can can be
interpreted as use a music keyboard or use a computer key-
board . It is important to separate these two senses, and
have one frame for each of the two meanings.

To cope with these issues, we cast semantic organization
into a clustering problem. We devised a hierarchical cluster-
ing algorithm, with a computationally inexpensive bottom-
up phase followed by a top-down algorithm.

4.1 Similarity Measures
Clustering the task frames requires computing pairwise

similarity measures. We define a multi-dimensional simi-
larity model, comprising similarity measures per frame at-
tribute.

Categorical Similarity: The WikiHow category taxon-
omy is a tree, containing over 3000 categories with a maxi-
mum depth of 8 levels. We use the Wu-Palmer measure [55]
to compute the similarity between two categories c1, c2:

fcat(c1, c2) =
2 ∗ depth(lca(c1, c2)) + 1

depth(c1) + depth(c2) + 1
(1)

Lexical Similarity: This measure computes the lexi-
cal similarity between two task names (surface forms of two
tasks a1, a2) as:
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Figure 1: HowToKB System Overview

sim(surface(a1), surface(a2))

= fw2v(verb(a1), verb(a2)) ∗ fw2v(noun(a1), noun(a2))

(2)

Here, fw2v is an embedding-based similarity. Specifically,
we are using Word2Vec [31]. To this end, we train a distribu-
tional representation over part of speech (POS)-tagged Wik-
iHow data. The similarity between two POS-tagged words
is the cosine similarity between their embeddings:

fw2v(w1, w2) = cosine(Ew1 , Ew2) (3)

where Ew is the embedding of word w.
Vector similarity: Location, time, participating agent

and participating object are all vectors of strings. To com-
pute the similarity of two vectors [L1, L2] (e.g., location vec-
tors of two task frames), we use the weighted Jaccard coef-
ficient, with weights coming from equation 3, as:

flist(L1, L2) =

∑
wi∈L1

∑
wj∈L2

fw2v(wi, wj)

|L1||L2|
(4)

Analogously, for attributes that are lists of tasks, like prev-
task, next-task, sub-task and parent-task, we plug the task
name similarity from Equation 2) into Equation 4.

4.2 Combining Features
The similarity between two task frames can now be com-

puted as follows:

sim(a1, a2) =
1

1 + exp(−fsim(a1, a2))
(5)

Here, fsim(a1, a2) is a linear combination of all features:

fsim(a1, a2) = w0 +

N∑
i=1

wifi(a1, a2) (6)

where fi(a1, a2) is the similarity measure for the ith attribute
of the task frames. We learn the parameters wi, i ∈ [0, N ],
by training a logistic regression model.

For this purpose, we manually create a training set of 5500
data points (5000 training points, 500 test points) for the
logistic regression model, using two labels: near-synonymous
frames or dissimilar frames.

For efficient estimation of the – very sparse – pairwise sim-
ilarity matrix between all task frames, we introduce pruning
of dissimilar pairs. The empirical observation on which this
heuristics is founded, is:
Two task frames are dissimilar with an empirical confidence
of 99.9% if a combination of their categorical and lexical
similarity is less than a threshold.

Based on this observation, we first compute the overall
similarity of two task frames by using only two of the basic

similarity measures, a fairly light-weight computation. Only
for the pairs that survive this filter step (i.e., could poten-
tially be near-synonymous), we need to perform the more
expensive full computation using all similarity measures.

4.3 Clustering Algorithm
As we do not know the appropriate number of clusters,

we use hierarchical clustering until reaching a stopping cri-
terion. There are two approaches to hierarchical clustering:
agglomerative bottom-up and divisive top-down. These have
cubic or quadratic complexity, though faster approximation
algorithms are known. This is still too slow when the number
of nodes is large, as in our case. Therefore, we devise a two-
phase method, which first performs an aggressive bottom-up
clustering to construct super-clusters and then splits these
in a top-down manner as needed. This allows for substantial
pruning of the search space, in the bottom-up phase, which
implies starting with much smaller input in the top-down
phase.

Bottom-up phase.
The bottom-up algorithm starts with lexical grouping based

on Equation 2. This clusters together all task frames with
the same strongly normalized name. For instance, two frames
paint the living room wall and paint the bedroom wall have
the same normalization paint wall and are grouped together.
As a result, we can group over 1.2M task frames into approx-
imately 375K groups, which we call lexical clusters. For each
of the resulting clusters, we use the strong normalization as
a key for subsequent steps.

Next, the bottom-up algorithm merges lexical clusters by
the similarity of their keys, using Equation 2. This results
in distributional clusters. By our empirical observation on
dissimilarity (see above), we avoid almost all false negatives
this way. However, we produce false positives: frames in the
same cluster that should really be kept apart. This is taken
care of in the following top-down phase.

Top-down phase.
Each of the coarse-grained super-clusters is now refined by

recursive splitting. Different super-clusters can be processed
in parallel.

We use a simple heuristics for splitting clusters. We iden-
tify the two most dissimilar frames within a cluster, use them
as seeds of two sub-clusters, and then assign all other frames
to the closer one of the seeds.

These steps are repeated for each of the clusters until a
stopping criterion is satisfied. We considered the Bayesian
Information Criterion [45] to decide when to stop splitting,
but it turned out that simple thresholding on average intra-
cluster similarity is very effective. So we chose this alterna-
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tive, giving us more flexibility in producing coarser or more
fine-grained clusters (depending on the threshold value).

5. EXPERIMENTS
Table 2 summarizes the size of the HowToKB: the number

of HowTo tasks, before and after organization (ungrouped
and grouped task), their attributes and the associated im-
ages. We estimate the precision by extensive sampling, with
assessment by crowdsourcing. Table 3 gives an anecdotal
example from HowToKB.

We conducted extensive experiments to assess the viabil-
ity of our approach and the quality of the resulting How-
ToKB. Our experiments cover the two modules developed
in this paper: knowledge extraction and KB organization.
Subsection 5.1 reports on the quality of the extraction mod-
ule. Subsection 5.2 reports on the quality of the KB or-
ganization method. Subsection 5.3 reports on the overall
accuracy of the resulting HowToKB. For each module, we
compare against various baseline competitors.

Ungrouped Grouped Precision
#Tasks ≈1.2M ≈0.5M 0.90
#Attributes per task 4.8 12.0 0.90
#Images per task 0.8 2.0 1.00

Table 2: HowToKB statistics

Task: paint a bedroom wall
Location bedroom, house
Time day, weekend
Agents man, husband
Prop paint, wall, paint brush
Parent decorate the house
Previous clean the wall, cover floor
Next dry wall, redo floor

Sub-tasks
hit the edges first with paint,
dip the roller into the paint,
roll the paint onto the wall

Table 3: Anecdotal examples from HowToKB

5.1 KB Construction
To construct a task-frame from WikiHow contents, we rely

on an Open IE system. Assuming that the input WikiHow
text is perfectly correct, we measure the noise introduced
while structuring the WikiHow text into task-frames using
Open IE vs. other baselines.

Baselines.
Open IE systems process sentences to extract SPO triples,

where O is a list of objects that can additionally include
context like a role label (e.g. location, time). We consider
different Open IE systems: ReVerb, Ollie, and Open IE 4.2.
We compare these against our wrapper that post-processes
Open IE 4.2 results.

Evaluation setup.
Our KB construction pipeline consists of extracting tuples

from sentences, and structuring them into frames. We evalu-
ate both these aspects. For triple extraction evaluation, we

construct a dataset of 50 random sentences sampled from
WikiHow. Three human judges extract 110 SPO triples
from these 50 sentences, forming the ground truth for triple
extraction. To measure the noise introduced by the Open
IE systems over these 50 sentences, we use the standard F1
measure.

To construct a ground truth for task-frames, we crowd-
source the validation of 150 task-frames on crowdflower.com.
We validate every attribute value pair in a task frame, by
asking the turkers if the attribute value for a task is one
of the most likely values for the attribute, under a given
context. The context provides additional background infor-
mation to the turkers about the task, this could be the title
of the WikiHow article from which we mined a task. We ag-
gregate the scores from three judges and retain those frame
attribute values where at least two judges agree, resulting
in the ground truth that we will refer to as Gvalidation. A
sample question posed to turkers is In some context like dec-
orate your house , one of the most likely previous tasks when
we paint a wall could be pick a color .

Results.
Which Open IE system is the best? We compare the F1

scores against the triple ground truth for each of the Open IE
systems and find that Open IE 4.2 has the maximum F1 of
72.07%, followed by ReVerb at 58.59%, and, Ollie at 45.38%.
To confirm if these different systems extract complementary
triples, we perform ensembling of these systems, which leads
to a collective F1 of 73.01%. The ensemble is slower, and
provides marginal gains to Open IE 4.2. Open IE 4.2 has
the additional benefit of semantic role labeling (location,
and time). Therefore, Open IE 4.2 is the best performing
system.

Open IE systems attach a confidence score to every SPO
triple. We empirically investigate the F1 scores at thresholds
between [0,1] at a step size of 0.05. We found the optimal
confidence score at 0.45 which gives the best F1 score of
72.07% (precision of 75.47% and recall of 68.9%). We ob-
serve that the maximum precision at any threshold is 82.5%
(at a lower recall level) showing that the default confidence
score does not yield very high quality results. As our goal in
KB construction is to minimize the noise, the default confi-
dence score does not support our goal. Our Open IE wrap-
per post-processes the triples (cf. Section 3.2) leading to a
marginal increase in F1 to 72.34%. Importantly, the preci-
sion increases dramatically from 75.4% to 97.1% at the cost
of being more selective (recall drops from 68.9% to 57.6%).
So our additional wrapper on top of Open IE 4.2 is decisive
for building a high-quality KB.

Our Open IE 4.2 wrapper leads to 1.29 million task-frames,
derived from 1.94 million high quality triples from 1.96 mil-
lion sentences of 168,697 WikiHow articles. Table 4 re-
ports the high quality of the extracted task-frames measured
against the ground truth Gvalidation. This demonstrates
that our KB construction stage is robust, eliminating most
of the noise.

5.2 KB Organization
The basis of KB organization is clustering which in turn

relies on the quality of the similarity function. As discussed
in Section 4.2, our similarity function achieves very high
accuracy. Using all the features, it reaches a precision of
97.6% on the test set.
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Task attribute Total # Correct Precision
Task phrase meaningfulness 150 149 0.99
Location 3 3 1.0
Participating Object (prop) 188 185 0.98
Participating Living Being 17 15 0.88
Parent task 106 106 1.0
Previous task 106 101 0.95
Next task 103 100 0.97
Sub task 108 107 0.99

Table 4: Quality of task-frames extracted by our Open IE
4.2 wrapper

In the experiment described in this section, we assess the
quality of the clusters obtained through our method and
through the baselines.

Baselines.
As we devised a hybrid bottom-up/top-down clustering

method, a natural baseline thus is a traditional top-down
divisive algorithm. To highlight the effectiveness of the
bottom-up stage in our hybrid method, we compare against
a top-down only algorithm . As baseline, we use a single-
linkage based top-down algorithm [33] (which was also a part
of our hybrid algorithm), with the same threshold parame-
ters are in our model. While faster approximations of the
single-linkage method exist [47], we choose the basic method
for simplicity, and because the choice of heuristic does not
affect the relative difference between the baseline and our
method.

Evaluation setup.
In order to measure the quality of the clusters, we con-

struct a crowdsourced ground truth. We begin by randomly
selecting 100 task-frame pairs (each task-frame in a pair be-
longs to the same cluster), and 100 task-frame pairs (each
task-frame pair belonging to a different cluster). For each of
these 200 pairs, CrowdFlower workers assess if a task-frame
pair is similar enough to be clustered together. We display
a maximum of top-k (k=5) values (sorted by frequency) for
every frame attribute, in order to provide sufficient context
to the turkers. This ground truth enables us to compare the
accuracy (i.e. the ratio of the number of correctly clustered
pairs against the total number of pairs) of the our KB or-
ganization method and the baseline. We also compare their
running time.

Results.
Our clustering algorithm outperforms top-down clustering

both in terms of speed and precision. Figure 2 shows that
this gap keeps increases with the size of the dataset. The
gains in speed are due to the pre-clustering in the bottom-up
phase, leading to several, smaller clusters as starting point.
The hybrid approach also stymies the baseline in terms of
precision: 91.2% vs. 71.6%.

5.3 Resulting HowToKB

Baselines.
While there is no direct competitor that provides seman-

tically organized task-frames, the knowledge bases with the
most comparable content are Knowlywood [49] and Con-

Figure 2: Running time of top-down vs. our clustering

ConceptNet relations alignment
IsA, InheritsFrom type of

Causes−1, ReceivesAction−1,
RelatedTo−1, CapableOf−1, UsedFor−1 participant

AtLocation, LocationOfAction−1,
LocatedNear location

HasPrerequisite, next

HasSubevent, Has First|Last Subevent sub task

MotivatedByGoal prev

SimilarTo, Synonym similar

Table 5: ConceptNet as KB baseline

ceptNet [48]. They neither distinguish task knowledge nor
provide task attribute structure, necessary for comparison
with HowToKB. Even though the frame attributes in Know-
lywood are same as in HowToKB, it does not contain sub-

task attribute; we treat that as an empty valued attribute
for Knowlywood. ConceptNet represents knowledge as un-
canonicalized triples, without any distinction between task,
activity, and concepts: making it uncomparable to How-
ToKB. To provide structure to ConceptNet, similar to the
approach in [49], we impose the constraints that the left ar-
gument of the ConceptNet triple must be syntactically sim-
ilar to a task verb [preposition] object, and the right
argument can be either a task or a noun concept. If neces-
sary, we invert the relations in ConceptNet in order to map
the relations to task-frame attributes (see Table 5).

Evaluation setup.
In contrast to the ground truth Gvalidate, that validated

the frames, we crowdsource the task of acquiring perfect
frames. This is a stricter evaluation of the final frames in
HowToKB, and it is suitable because we are no longer evalu-
ating the extraction from text, rather we are evaluating the
overall quality of the task-frames. We randomly select 50
task-frames from Gvalidate and asked turkers to fill the val-
ues in the attribute, instead of asking them to validate. This
will likely provide another perspective where the turkers are
not biased by our proposals. A sample question we posed is
as follows: In some context such as decorate the house , the
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most likely location when we paint a wall is (blank) . The
resulting ground truth is called Gacquire, which is used to
measure the precision of the HowTo task-frames (i.e. cover-
age of the crowdsourced values).

Results.
The evaluation results are shown in Table 6. We report the

statistical significance by Wilson score confidence intervals
for α = 95% [6]. The results show that the clustered task-
frames in HowToKB have very high quality.

The activities derived from ConceptNet and Knowlywood
were assessed based on the ground truth. ConceptNet has
low coverage containing only 1 of the 50 ground-truth tasks,
and Knowlywood has 4 activities that match any of the 50
tasks. These numbers confirm that the kind of how-to task
knowledge that HowToKB possesses is not captured by any
prior work on commonsense knowledge acquisition.

Attribute Precision Size

Meaningful task phrases 0.94±0.04 0.51M
Location 0.70±0.27 18K
Participating object 0.89±0.04 1.4M
Participating living being 0.88±0.11 136K
Parent task 0.81±0.0 0.92M
Previous task 0.83±0.05 0.91M
Next task 0.84±0.04 0.91M
Sub task 0.88±0.03 0.92M
Images 0.88±0.03 1.03M

Table 6: Quality and Size of HowToKB

6. USE CASE: YOUTUBE VIDEO SEARCH
In order to investigate the usefulness of HowToKB, we

present a use case to automatically retrieve relevant YouTube
videos D for a query q, where q is a task title, e.g., paint
a wall . The usefulness of HowToKB would be evident if
the search results improve by expanding q to q′ using rele-
vant context from task frames (such as location attributes
like house, or sub-tasks). If q is absent in HowToKB, this
context can come from task frames which are semantically
related to q (e.g., expansion using the context of color a wall
in the absence of paint a wall ). It should be noted that in
this task the frames are simplified into bags of words, and
the frame attribute labels are not leveraged. We perform
this relaxation due to the absence of a baseline retrieval ap-
proach that could leverage structure.

Baselines.
As the task of query expansion has been well-studied, we

propose several baselines that capture different aspects of
relatedness, taxonomic, distributional, and structured frame
attributes;.

noexpand As an obvious baseline, noexpand does not ex-
pand q and uses the terms in q to match against a YouTube
video’s title and description. This is already a strong
baseline because some instructional videos tend to have
informative titles, and descriptions.

wn As a second baseline, we leverage WordNet for query ex-
pansion, as it is a popular choice for expansion [36]. To
expand q that consists of a verb and noun, we consider

the Cartesian product of taxonomically similar verbs and
taxonomically similar nouns. To control the size of ex-
panded queries, we limit the expansion to the top-2 tax-
onomic neighbors. We follow the similar-to edges, and
hypernymy edges between WordNet synsets. To con-
vert synsets to words, we consider the two most frequent
senses that should adequately capture the most impor-
tant senses [50]. For each synset, we pick the more com-
monly occurring lexical word (in an external corpus such
as Google N-grams [5]). For example, for the animal
sense of tiger, we select the synset word tiger, instead
of the less frequent Panthera tigris. This provides us
with the top-k neighbors for every word that is used to
expand the query.

w2v As a third baseline, we use a Word2Vec model 4.1,
trained over WikiHow contents, to expand queries. For
each query, we expand every word in the query by adding
the two most related words according to the Word2Vec
model.

Our system expands q, systematically using two sets of
attributes from the task frames:

Iattr Inter-task attributes, consisting of parent task, and
previous or next tasks.

Cattr Contextual attributes, consisting of location, time and
participant information.

Our full system, called ht (HowTo), is the combination of
these two.

Evaluation Setup.
As the use-case of automatically aligning WikiHow tasks

with YouTube has not been studied previously, there is no
ground truth that ranks d ∈ D for q. Such a ground truth is
challenging, e.g. how to judiciously select the query set Q,
and crowdsourcing the relevance judgment annotation for
even 100 queries would run into thousands of dollars. To
overcome these challenges, we instead leverage the YouTube
references on a few WikiHow pages (these WikiHow article
titles form our task query set Q). We crawl the metadata
associated with these YouTube videos such as, title, descrip-
tion, tags, category, and, comments. The resulting dataset,
referred to as Ghowtube, consists of 18,380 q/d pairs, typically
one relevant video per query (1.02 videos per q).

A useful retrieval method would find a ground truth rele-
vant video for the query in the top results. Precision@K is
equivalent to HITS@K in this setup because there is typi-
cally one relevant video per query. MRR (Mean Reciprocal
Rank) is another relevant metric that measures the position
of the first correct result. We consider both HITS and MRR
as evaluation metrics.

Results.
Table 7 reports HITS and MRR metrics for all the base-

lines, and the full HowToKB based system (I + C)attr, re-
ferred as ht. It is evident that the expansion of q to q′

provides very rich context leading to higher values for the
evaluation metrics. YouTube videos describe the tools or
objects needed for the task, or present the related tasks by
providing a step-by-step procedure. HowToKB based ex-
pansion gains advantage of these descriptions, because the
Cattr captures these relationships. See Table 8 for examples
of successful queries.
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Metric noexpand wn w2v Cattr Iattr ht

HIT@1 1421 2087 1863 1867 2199 2361
HIT@3 2411 2952 2946 3061 3408 3619
HIT@5 3058 3496 3532 3779 4077 4340
HIT@10 4259 4278 4614 5036 5043 5425
MRR 0.076 0.114 0.101 0.101 0.12 0.128

Table 7: Results for YouTube search use case

q ht YouTube video description

make caramel corn
make caramel corn ... brown sugar ...
popcorn ... syrup teaspoon.. salt teaspoon
...bake soda ... vanilla ...

Title: Gourmet Caramel Popcorn “Thanks Monique”
gourmet caramel popcorn ...ingredient
...popcorn tablespoon butter cup pack brown sugar cup
...light karo syrup teaspoon ...vanilla teaspoon bake soda ...

dance salsa
dance salsa ... salsa master basics dance
...leader dance follower work ...cross body
lead ... learn open break

Title: Salsa Dancing for Beginners
salsa dancing... beginner ... basics step...dancing partner
... salsa right turn ...cross body lead ... turn partner work...

Table 8: Examples of query expansions and corresponding search results

wn and w2v perform marginally less than ht. To further
understand the differences among their results, we study:

1 Are these baselines complementary?
2 Which of these is the best system for ambiguous queries

such as use keyboard .

To answer the first question, we find that w2v and wn are
not complementary, with approximately 3/4th of the times
overlapping. w2v relatedness results are mostly similar to wn,
because both encode some form of relatedness and similarity.
In the remaining 1/4th cases, wn and w2v have different in-
formation, w2v has co-occurrence relatedness (e.g. paint and
brush), while wn does not contain such information. How-
ever, it contains cleaner similarity relations.

On the other hand, ht helps with a different genre of query
expansion (in more than 50% cases), containing knowledge
beyond semantic relatedness, such as previous task. We also
find that in the non-trivial queries (where noexpand fails),
ht gets 3% higher HIT@1. This clearly establishes ht as the
best method.

To answer the second question, we find that for ambiguous
queries, ht elicits the different senses much better than any
other baseline. Out of 161 such ambiguous queries (with
>=4 WikiHow categories), ht has a hit rate of nearly 10%,
while the other baselines do not reach even 1% hit rate.

7. CONCLUSION
We presented HowToKB, the first comprehensive knowl-

edge base with fine-grained attributes about HowTo tasks.
Our methodology combines information extraction from how-
to communities with a judiciously designed form of hierarchi-
cal clustering. Experiments demonstrate that this method-
ology is fast and yields accurate results. HowToKB and its
crowdsourced test benchmarks are publicly available as a
resource for other researchers.

As for ongoing and future work, we plan to add value
to HowToKB by integrating more multimodal data (e.g.,
videos) and turn this resource into an open-domain training
dataset for task-oriented computer vision tasks.
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